Request for Proposals
For

Tobacco Control Program External Evaluator
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
from

the County of Inyo

Health & Human Services Department
for the provision of Evaluation services
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Application Deadline: November 6, 2020 by 5:00 p.m.
Applications received after 5:00 P.M. on November 6, 2020 will not be considered for funding.
Return RFP application to:
Eryn Clark
Inyo County Health & Human
Tobacco Education Program
568 W. Line Street
Bishop, CA 93514
(760) 872-0900
(760) 872-1623 fax
The resulting contract will be funded
through the Inyo County Department of Health and Human Services

GENERAL OVERVIEW
The Inyo County Department of Health and Human Services, hereinafter referred to as
“County,” is requesting proposals to conduct evaluation activities related to the current 2017-21
Tobacco Control Plan. The County intends to award one contract to one applicant for an 18
month term beginning on or after July 1, 2020 and ending December 31, 2021.
•

To register as an applicant, contact Eryn Clark at (760) 872-0900 and indicate your
interest in the position prior to the proposal due date listed below. All registered
applicants will be notified of amendments, responses to questions or alterations to the
RFP.

•

Proposals must be signed, dated and submitted no later than November 6th ,2020.

•

One original and three copies of each proposal must be submitted to:
Inyo County Health & Human Services
C/O Eryn Clark
568 W. Line St.
Bishop, CA 93514

•

For additional information, contact Eryn Clark at (760) 872-0900

•

Clearly mark your submission envelope with the following: TOBACCO CONTROL
EXTERNAL EVALUATOR

Proposed Timeline
Proposals Due:
Proposals Reviewed:
Approval of Contract by Board of Supervisors:
Commence Services:
Completion of Services:

November 6th, 2020
On or by November 20th, 2020
On or around December 15th , 2020
Within 60 days of contract approval
By December 31, 2021

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The County of Inyo is requesting proposals for the provision of Tobacco Control External
Evaluator duties and deliverables as described herein. The County will consider proposals that
provide the full scope of services, as specified herein. The County reserves the right to amend,
alter, or change the rules and conditions in this RFP prior to the deadline for submission of
proposals. Any revisions to the RFP will be accomplished through addenda or supplements to the
RFP and shall become a part of the RFP. The County will not be responsible for any other
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explanation or interpretation. All addenda will only be sent to persons and entities registered as
applicants.
The California Tobacco Control Program (CTCP) is funded by the California Department of
Public Health. For over 30 years, CTCP has led the fight to keep tobacco out of the hands of
youth, help tobacco users quit, and ensure that all Californians can live, work, play, and learn in
tobacco-free environments. It is the longest running, most comprehensive tobacco control
program in the nation.
Since the inception of CTCP in 1989, smoking rates continue to decline. In fact, California has
the second lowest adult smoking prevalence rate in the United States only following Utah. With
the recent passage of laws increasing the age to buy tobacco products (Tobacco 21) and the tax
on these products (Proposition 56), California continues to make great strides in the effort to end
the tobacco epidemic by reducing access to tobacco products and tobacco paraphernalia to youth
and young adults.
In response to the continuous need for preventative smoking services, during the 2017-2021
grant cycle, the County has selected the following objectives to reduce the harmful consequences
of tobacco in Inyo County:
1. By December 31, 2021, the County of Inyo (unincorporated areas) will adopt a policy
that establishes a minimum package or volume size for tobacco products and/or that
eliminates the sale and distribution of individual or small unit packages of tobacco and/or
electronic smoking devices (ESD).
2. By December 31, 2021, a minimum of 50% of businesses (100 out of 200 businesses) in
the downtown districts of Bishop and Lone Pine will adopt a voluntary smoke-free policy
that prohibits smoking within 20 feet or more of doorways, including electronic smoking
devices (ESD) and marijuana.
3. By December 31, 2021, Inyo County Tobacco Prevention (Tobacco Prevention) will
incorporate at least 3 new youth members in its Adult Coalition meetings, and together
youth and adults will plan, prepare, and conduct at least 1 major community outreach
activity to reach priority populations in Inyo County with tobacco prevention
information, specifically Lone Pine (rural, low socioeconomic status (SES) population).
Tobacco Prevention will seek to obtain a 90% satisfaction level from all coalition
members, and all coalition members will participate in at least 2 coalition and/or
workplan activities per year.
4. By December 31, 2021, at least 4 health care systems and/or social service agencies
serving low socioeconomic status (SES) clients, behavioral health clients, and veterans in
Inyo County, such as Alcohol/Drug Programs, Mental Health Programs,
Employment/Eligibility Programs, First 5, Veterans Services, and Rural Health Clinic,
will adopt and utilize the Ask/Advise/Refer protocol to assess the smoking/chewing
status for all clients upon intake and provide referrals to resources for clients who smoke
or chew tobacco, including the California Smokers’ Helpline cessation services and any
local evidence-based cessation programs. This intervention will result in an increase in
the number of calls made to the California Smokers’ Helpline from Inyo County residents
by 15% from 21 total calls in 2016-17 and an increase in attendance at local evidencebased cessation programs by Inyo County residents to 10 participants from 0 participants.
5. By December 31, 2021, convene coalition, organization and community members that are
widely representative of the County of Inyo to participate in 5-10 virtual meetings and/or
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calls, to complete the Communities of Excellence (CX) needs assessment process and
develop the LLA 2022-2025 scope of work (SOW). At least 80% of participants will rate
their participation experience with the CX process and SOW development as “good” or
“very good.”
6. Conducting Key Informant Interviews (KIIs) are recommended in order to determine the
community or communities’ level of readiness to work on the End Commercial Tobacco
Campaign required objective for the 2022-2025 Local Lead Agency (LLA) Plan period.
It is also recommended that these KIIs be done prior to or as part of the Communities of
Excellence (CX) Needs Assessment process to aid in the rating of the End Commercial
Tobacco Campaign CX Indicators. More information about the End Commercial
Tobacco Campaign, the qualifying indicators, and requirements for the LLA 2022-2025
workplans will be shared in the Fall of 2020.
TOBACCO CONTROL PLAN EXTERNAL EVALUATOR DUTIES/DELIVERABLES
1. Service Delivery Requirements:
Under the direction of the County’s Project Director and Internal Evaluation Coordinator,
the External Evaluation (EE) Contractor will provide services for planning evaluation
activities, evaluation study design, implementing activities such as development of data
collection instructions, data collection training and protocols, sampling methodology,
data analysis, report writing, and outcome evaluation. The EE assists with and reviews
case studies and other evaluation data collection and reporting, including development of
final evaluation and brief evaluation reports.
The following evaluation activities from our four objectives provide an overview of the
tasks to be completed by the EE:
Objective 1 – Minimum Package/Volume Size
• Review current evaluation plan design, and provide input on evaluation methods.
• Develop or adapt pre/post-tests and analyze results of pre/post-tests administered
to participants in the Healthy Stores for a Healthy Community (HSHC) data
collection and spokesperson trainings. Prepare a brief report summarizing
findings.
• Develop or adapt a focus group guide and conduct 2 focus groups with parents
and youth, separately, to assess the appropriateness of educational materials.
Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
• Complete a media activity record to evaluate media pieces’ effectiveness at
delivering/disseminating the message and to gauge the level of public support for
HSHC campaign strategies.
• Maintain a public policy record to document policymaker support/opposition, key
issues raised by policymakers and county staff, and other insights from public
policy meetings.
• Work with youth and volunteers to conduct a public opinion poll with 75-100
respondents about knowledge, attitudes, and perception of the community
regarding the retail environment. Collect data using a survey instrument
developed by Tobacco Control Evaluation Center (TCEC) and electronic
handheld devices. Use descriptive statistics to evaluate the public opinion poll.
Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
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•

•
•
•

Work with youth and volunteers to collect observation data at 31 tobacco retail
stores. Collect data using a survey instrument developed by CTCP and electronic
handheld devices. Use descriptive statistics to analyze HSHC third wave of store
observation data. Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
Develop or adapt key informant interview questionnaires and conduct 5-20 key
informant interviews pre/post-campaign. Prepare a brief report summarizing
findings.
Develop and administer a Community Readiness Survey to 25-30 tobacco
retailers pre/post-campaign using an online format to assess attitudes regarding a
minimum packaging policy. Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
Work with law enforcement and youth to implement a Young Adult Purchase
Survey in 10-15 stores. Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.

Objective 2 – Smoke-free Entryways
• Review current evaluation plan design, and provide input on evaluation methods.
• Develop or adapt a pre/post-test and analyze results of pre/post-tests administered
to participants in data collection training. Prepare a brief report summarizing
findings.
• Develop or adapt a focus group guide and conduct 2 focus groups with parents
and youth, separately, to assess the appropriateness of educational materials.
Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
• Complete a media activity record to evaluate media pieces’ effectiveness at
delivering/disseminating the message and to gauge the level of public support for
smoke-free outdoor policies.
• Maintain a public policy record to document policymaker support/opposition, key
issues raised by policymakers and city staff, and other insights from public policy
meetings.
• Develop and conduct a public opinion poll with 150 respondents to collect data
about community knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions regarding secondhand
smoke, including electronic smoking device aerosol and marijuana smoke. Use
descriptive statistics to evaluate the public opinion poll. Prepare a brief report
summarizing findings.
• Develop or adapt key informant interview questionnaires and conduct 5-10 key
informant interviews pre/post-campaign. Prepare a brief report summarizing
findings.
• Develop or adapt a Community Readiness Survey and work with youth and
volunteers to administer survey to 25-50 businesses pre/post-campaign using an
in-person format to assess attitudes regarding a smoke-free entryways policy.
Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
Objective 3 – Youth and Adult Engagement
• Review current evaluation plan design, and provide input on evaluation methods.
• Develop and collect coalition satisfaction surveys, from youth and adults, once
per fiscal year assessing member diversity, functioning, and satisfaction.
• Develop or adapt a pre/post-test and analyze results of pre/post-tests administered
to participants in coalition training. Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
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•
•

•

•

Develop or adapt a focus group guide and conduct 2-3 focus groups with youth
coalition members once per fiscal year to gather feedback on youth coalition
meetings, activities, and advocacy. Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
Develop or adapt a focus group guide that will ask questions related to youthoriented tobacco prevention. Conduct 2 focus groups with adults and youth,
separately, to assess the appropriateness of educational materials. Prepare a brief
report summarizing findings.
Develop or adapt a Coalition Participation Tracking Form, including youth and
adult participation, and use the forms to summarize the degree of coalition
engagement and involvement in intervention activities. Prepare a report
summarizing coalition participation. Update once per fiscal year.
Use TCEC’s Asset Mapping Tool to facilitate 2 needs and asset assessments with
5-10 community members representing populations disproportionately affected by
tobacco use.

Objective 4 – Tobacco Cessation
• Review current evaluation plan design, and provide input on evaluation methods.
• Develop or adapt a pre/post-test and analyze results of pre/post-tests administered
to participants in Ask/Advise/Refer training. Prepare a brief report summarizing
findings.
• Develop and administer a Training and Technical Assistance survey to
approximately 16 participants in trainings once per fiscal year using an online
format to measure satisfaction with the training and technical assistance. Prepare a
brief report summarizing findings.
• Develop or adapt a focus group guide and conduct 1-2 focus groups with 8-10
participants, including Spanish speaking participants, to assess the
appropriateness of educational materials. Prepare a brief report summarizing
findings.
• Develop or adapt a Training and Technical Assistance tracking form for the
project.
• Review records from the California Smokers’ Helpline on the number of callers
and the referral source and compare to intervention activities. Prepare a brief
report summarizing findings.
• Develop or adapt a pre/post-test and analyze results of pre/post-tests administered
to participants in the tobacco cessation classes. Assess participants preintervention, post-intervention, at three months, six months, and one year after the
course to assess the quit status of each participant. Use descriptive statistics to
evaluate the courses and include a calculation to assess the cost effectiveness of
cessation activities. Prepare a brief report summarizing findings.
• Develop or adapt key informant interview questionnaires and conduct 8-10 key
informant interviews by phone or in person pre/post-campaign. Prepare a brief
report summarizing findings.
Objective 5 – Communities of Excellence
• Utilizing an online instrument developed by the Tobacco Control Evaluation
Center (TCEC), survey participants in the CX needs assessment process to assess
overall satisfaction with the process and intent to engage in 2022-2025 program
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activities. The survey will be administered to all CX needs assessment process
participants. The survey results will be analyzed using descriptive statistics such
as percentages, frequencies and means and summarized in a report.
Objective 6 – End Commercial Tobacco Campaign Planning Activity
• Use and/or adapt a survey instrument developed by the Tobacco Control
Evaluation Center (TCEC), conduct 5 -20 Key Informant Interview surveys
using face-to-face, virtual conferencing, or telephone, with a diverse group of
people such as retailers and key decision makers (city council members, city
managers, city commissioners, city attorneys, city administrators, city clerks,
advocacy organization leaders, health officer, etc.) to explore current
knowledge and attitudes regarding End Commercial Tobacco campaign
indicators. Qualitative analysis of interview results will be used to summarize
and report interview findings. The results will be shared with project staff and
coalition members and help focus the new End Commercial Tobacco
campaign intervention objective requirement in the LLA 1/2022 – 6/2025
workplan.
2. Ability to Provide Required Deliverables:
In order to be an Evaluator for a CTCP-funded tobacco control program, all of the
following requirements must be met. Evaluators must certify that they meet these
qualifications when setting up their directory profile at the CTCP Tobacco Control
Funding Opportunities and Resources (TCFOR) website
https://tcfor.catcp.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=lped.home , under the Local Program
Evaluator Directory, which also identifies the complete list of required minimum
education and experience levels. Minimum education and experience requirements for an
evaluator include:
• Completion of at least one course in study design or at least one year of experience in
determining the study design for an evaluation;
• Have intermediate or higher proficiency in calculating sample size, developing a
sampling scheme, and determining appropriate data collection methods;
• Completion of one course in program evaluation or one year of planning and
implementing a program evaluation;
• Have intermediate or higher proficiency in evaluating behavior change, policy, or media
interventions;
• Completion of at least two intermediate courses in statistics;
• Have intermediate or higher expertise in using statistical software packages to analyze
and interpret quantitative data.
3. Timely Implementation:
The successful applicant awarded the contract must be organized and ready to implement
services within 60 days of contract execution. If additional time will be necessary for
start-up of operations, the projected time frame shall be described in the applicant’s
proposal. The successful applicant will also be expected to complete all required
activities before the contract expiration date.

FORMAT OF PROPOSAL
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The purpose of the Proposal is to demonstrate the qualifications, competence, and capacity of the
applicant seeking to undertake the duties and produce the deliverables required under this RFP.
The substance of proposals will carry more weight than their form or manner of presentation.
The Proposal should include the following:
•

A brief statement of the applicant’s qualifications and experience that demonstrate
the applicant’s ability to conduct and complete the Tobacco Control External
Evaluator duties and deliverables in a quality and timely manner.

•

A positive commitment to perform the service within the time period specified.

•

Two references, preferably from other local government agencies, that the
applicant has provided evaluation services to during the past five (5) years.
Include contact information: name, telephone number and email address of the
principal client contact. Inyo County reserves the right to contact any or all of
the listed references.

•

A complete estimate and explanation of fees.

•

Name(s) of person(s) authorized to represent the applicant, title, address,
telephone number, email address and signature.

•

Affirmative statement indicating the applicant’s ability to enter into County of
Inyo Standard Contract Number 116, with exceptions noted. Deviations from
the Standard Contract will be subject to negotiation.

SELECTION METHOD
The principles of competitive negotiation will be followed by the County during the selection
process. Therefore, the terms, service delivery method, and standards of performance are
negotiable. Selection of the successful applicant will be made by a panel of HHS Executive and
Program Managerial staff, and recommended to the Board of Supervisors for approval. Selection
will be based on the following criteria:

SELECTION CRITERIA
1. Experience of applicant in the type of work required. (30 points max)
2. Capability or potential of the applicant to accomplish scope of work in the required
timeframe: between 7/1/20 and 12/31/2021. (10 points max)
3. Satisfactory performance of the applicant on prior contracts, specifically related to prior
completion of evaluation services, as demonstrated by references provided. (30 points
max)
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4. Compliance with requirements of this RFP and extent to which the proposal addresses the
requirements outlined in the RFP. (10 points max)
5. Ability to enter into Standard County Contract. (10 points max)

Additional Points may be awarded for:
6. Prior experience delivering substantially similar services in the State of California.
(10 points max)

SELECTION/CONTRACT AWARD PROCEDURES
Proposals should address the requirements stated in the selection criteria, and include all items
listed in the Format of Proposal section.
The County of Inyo reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, or part of any proposal, to
postpone the scheduled proposal deadline dates, to make an award in its own best interest, and to
waive any irregularities or technicalities that do not significantly affect or alter the substance of
an otherwise responsible proposal and that would not affect the applicant’s ability to perform the
work adequately as specified.
This solicitation in no way obligates the County to award a contract for the services described
herein, nor will the County assume any liability for the costs incurred in the preparation and
transmittal of proposals in response to this solicitation. The County reserves the right to reject
any and all proposals, to reject any portion of a proposal, to negotiate and modify a proposal, and
to waive any defects and irregularities in any proposal at the County’s sole discretion.
Furthermore, the County shall have the sole discretion to award a contract as it may deem
appropriate to best serve the interests of the County of Inyo. In this regard, the County may
consider demonstrated quality of work, responsiveness, comparable experience, professional
qualifications, ability to enter into a standard Inyo County contract, references, and proposed
fees. Awards will not be based on cost alone.
Proposals will be evaluated according to the most qualified in the opinion of the review
committee. The review committee reserves the right to contact and evaluate an applicant’s
references; contact any applicant to clarify any response; contact any current clients of the
applicant; and solicit information from any available source deemed pertinent to the evaluation
process. The review committee shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, but
shall make an award in the best interests of the County.
If negotiations between the County and the highest ranked applicant are unsuccessful, the County
will move on to negotiate with the next highest ranked applicant. The County may negotiate with
multiple applicants simultaneously.
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The County does not guarantee a minimum or maximum dollar value for any Agreement or
Agreements resulting from this solicitation.
The selected applicant will be notified with a Letter of Intent to Award as a beginning the
contracting process, but all agreements are not final until approved and fully signed by the Inyo
County Board of Supervisors.

Appeal Procedure
Recommendations or decisions may be appealed by writing a letter to the Inyo County
Administrator, detailing the basis of appeal. Appeals must be filed within 72 hours of receiving
notification of the recommendation for award of the contract, or prior to actual contract award by
the County of Inyo Board of Supervisors, whichever occurs first.
Proposal Confidentiality
Proposals must be maintained as confidential until recommendation is submitted to the County
of Inyo Board of Supervisors regarding the award of the contract(s). At that time, all proposals
will become public record, except for any financial and proprietary information.

CONTRACT INFORMATION
Type of Contract
The proposal shall be for a fixed-fee contract. Proposals may be negotiated to determine
reasonableness of cost. All contracts shall be enforced as performance agreements. A sample
County of Inyo Standard Contract Number 116 (Independent Contractor) is attached hereto as
Exhibit A.
Award of Contract and Commencement of Work
Award of a contract is contingent on successful negotiation of a contract and successful
resolution of any appeals. The County shall have no contractual or other obligations pursuant to
this RFP to a contractor under any successfully negotiated contract until the Inyo County Board
of Supervisors has approved the contract. All applicants shall be notified of the decisions, as well
as the date and time of any public hearing on the proposed contract.

Non-Appropriation
All funds for payment by County under any contract entered into as a result of this proposal are
subject to the availability of an annual appropriation for this purpose by the State of California
and the County of Inyo. In the event of non-appropriation of funds for the services provided
under resulting contracts, the County will terminate said contract, without termination charge or
other liability, on the last day of the then-current fiscal year or when the appropriation made for
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the then-current year for the services covered by this contract is spent, whichever event occurs
first. If at any time funds are not appropriated for the continuance of resulting contracts,
cancellation shall be accepted by contractors on thirty days’ prior written notice, but failure to
give such notice shall be of no effect and the County shall not be obligated under the contract
beyond the date of termination of funding.

EVALUATION OF THE CONTRACTOR’S PERFORMANCE
Performance evaluation criteria and outcome measurements may be established at the time of
contract negotiation. However, applicants should assume that at a minimum, County will
perform quality control reviews to determine contract compliance as well as periodic reviews of
contractor’s statistical data to confirm accuracy.

Application Packet Cover Page
for the

Tobacco Control Program External Evaluator
Inyo County Health & Human Services
Public Health & Prevention Division

To:

Eryn Clark
Inyo County Health & Human Services
Tobacco Education Program
568 W. Line St
Bishop, CA 93514
(760) 872-0900
(760) 872-1623 fax

Name of Applicant: ____________________________________________________________
Mailing Address:___________________________________________________
Telephone:__________________________ FAX:_________________________
E-mail address: ______________________________________________
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I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief that the information in this
application packet is true and correct.
__________________________________________________

__________________

Signature

Date

__________________________________________________
Printed/Typed Name
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